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OBSERVATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
INTERNET GAMBLING TECHNOLOGY

• Increasing protection of

vulnerable individuals

•Gambling with virtual

representations of money

• Increasing regulation

• Increasing use of ‘big data’

(e.g. behavioural tracking)

• Increasingly aggressive and

questionable advertising

marketing tactics
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TRENDS IN GAMBLING TECHNOLOGY (1)
(Griffiths, 2011; 2015; Griffiths et al, 2014; Hibai-Gonzalez & Griffiths, 2016)

• Increase in gambling

convergence and

cross-fertilization of

technologies

• Increase in mobile

gaming via smart-

phones /tablets

• Increase in in-play

sports betting

• Increase in gambling

via social networking

sites
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TRENDS IN GAMBLING TECHNOLOGY (2)
(Griffiths, 2011; 2015; Griffiths et al, 2014; Hibai-Gonzalez & Griffiths, 2016)

• Increase in popularity of

daily fantasy sports

• Increase in popularity in

gambling on eSports

• Possible use of virtual

reality in gambling

• Increased use of

behavioural tracking in

empirical studies

• Increase in online help and

therapy for problem

gamblers
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INCREASE IN GAMBLING CONVERGENCE/CROSS 
FERTILIZATION OF TECHNOLOGIES

• Technology hardware is

becoming increasingly

convergent and there is

increasing multi-media

integration (De Freitas &

Griffiths, 2008; Griffiths, 2008;

King, Delfabbro & Griffiths, 2010;

Griffiths et al, 2015).

• People of all ages are

spending more time

interacting with

technology in the form of

Internet, videogames,

interactive television,

mobile phones, MP3

players, etc.
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• There is also convergent

content. This includes:

•Gambling including video

game elements

•Video games including

gambling elements

•Gambling via social

networking sites

• Television programming

with gambling-like

elements

•Online penny auctions

that have gambling

elements
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INCREASE IN MOBILE GAMBLING

• Mobile gambling was a relatively

untapped area but the functional

capabilities of mobile phones and

other mobile devices have

improved greatly

• This has implications for the

psychosocial impact of gambling

and will need monitoring.

• Mobile gaming has the capacity

to completely change the way

people think about gambling and

betting.

• Mobile phones provide the

convenience of gambling from

wherever the person is
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INCREASE OF IN-PLAY BETTING

• Mobile gambling has aided

various sectors within the

gaming industry – particularly

sports betting and the ‘in play’

markets.

• In play betting has changed the

structural characteristics of

sports betting

• Turned discontinuous forms of

gambling into continuous ones

• This is likely to have

psychosocial implications for

problem gambling
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INCREASED POPULARITY OF DAILY 
FANTASY SPORTS

• The annual market impact of FS in the USA

is estimated to be somewhere between $3

and 4 billion (Pickering et al, 2016).

• In 2015, there were 56.8 million people

who played FS in the USA, representing a

37% increase in participation from 2014

(Pickering et al, 2016).

• Approx. 6-19% populations in UK,

Australia, US and Canada play FS games

• Traditional fantasy sports played over a

whole season but DFS operate over a short

time period (typically a single sports event)
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• Marchica and Derevensky (2015) -

Examined data from national

surveys of college athletes

assessing gambling behaviour.

• Approximately 50% male and

25% female college athletes

classed as at-risk or problem

gamblers also reported FS

wagering.

• Martin and Nelson (2014) –

College students who were FS

users were five times more likely

to incur gambling problems than

non-FS users

• Students who played FS for

money had significantly higher

rates of gambling problems than

those who played in free leagues
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• DFS not typically associated

with other forms of

gambling (Drayer et al

2013)

• Excitement, competition

and fun play a bigger role

than winning money in DFS

• Gambling can be defined as

an agreement between two

or more parties to

deliberately stake

something of value

(typically money) with

intent to profit on the

outcome of an event that is

determined wholly, or

partially by chance

(Pickering et al, 2016)



IS DFS PLAYING A FORM OF GAMBLING?
(Pickering et al. 2016)

• In many respects, DFS can be

construed as representing a form

of gambling:

• (i) DFS includes an agreement

between an individual and others

• (ii) Money in DFS is staked on the

relative performances of athletes

across a certain number of sporting

events with the outcome

determined by both chance and

skill

• (iii) Chance is involved given that

multiple unknown factors can

influence outcomes.
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• Pickering et al (2016): Literature

from the legal field asserts that

gambling must contain three

elements:

• (i) Consideration (staking

something of value in order to

participate),

• (ii) Chance (luck is a substantial

factor in determining results)

• (iii) Prizes (cash, merchandise,

services, or points) are

redeemable.

• The first and third elements are

clearly present in DFS, the

second element, chance, is the

source of current legal

disagreement



INCREASE IN POPULARITY OF 
GAMBLING ON eSPORTS

• Professional eSports is growing

incredibly fast worth an

estimated $612 million a year

(Superdata, 2016).

• Twitch – an online platform that

live-streams gameplay – tells

advertisers it has 100 million

monthly viewers, who watch for

an average of 106 minutes a

day.

• Some platforms allow spectators

to bet in-game add-ons known as

skins – weapons, tools and the

like – on the results of matches.
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• Not all skins are created equal,

and the rarity of some means they

can cost hundreds of real dollars

on marketplace sites like

SkinXchange.com

• Justin Carlson of SkinXchange

said:

• “Underage gambling is a huge

problem. I’ve called countless

parents whose children have

taken their credit cards without

their knowledge. They use the

cards to buy skins and bet on

gaming on other sites. Many have

“racked up hundreds or thousands

of dollars in skins on SkinXchange

just to lose them all on some

betting or jackpot site”
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• The UK Gambling Commission’s

(UKGC) latest annual report lists

eSports betting as:

• “Emerging products” and “an area for

continuing future focus” in the industry

• “The growing market in eSports and

computer gaming has scope to present

issues for regulation and player

protection – issues which are being

examined by gambling regulators in

other international markets”

• From its current global base of $594

million in annual revenues, Eilers &

Krejcik Gaming estimate that real

money eSports betting will grow to

over $10 billion in the next four years.
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•One of the complicating

factors for eSports

gambling is that while

cash is the currency for

many gamblers, there

is a growing trend

towards the use of

virtual currencies, or

‘in-game items’

•According to the UKGC,

these can be “won,

traded, sold or used as

virtual currency to

gamble with and

converted into money

or money’s worth”.
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• “These issues range from

the emergence of real

money eSports betting

markets, to trading in-

game items which blur the

lines between gambling and

social gaming. Our focus

will be to understand

developments, including

engaging with key

stakeholders, and we will

work wherever we can to

ensure the risks associated

with these, particularly to

children and young people,

are minimised.”
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• The UKGC note that

betting on eSports

currently only accounts for

a very small proportion of

the British gambling

market

•Only a relatively limited

range of betting options

available.

•However, the amount

being wagered on eSports

is growing and there is an

increase in range of

eSports gambling products

on offer
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• eSports market pose new challenges that conventional online betting

sites struggle to address (Hibai-Gonzalez & Griffiths, 2016).

• Two main problems: in-play betting limitations and odds algorithmic

programming (Bracken, 2016).

• For in-play betting to be viable, companies need to get access to

reliable, instantaneous, and unambiguous data that can settle bets

and separate winners from losers.

• Data companies like Perform do that in sport, and betting operators

rely on their data to offer in-play action to gamblers.

• The problem in eSports is that actions are not as quantified and

standardised as in real-life sports.

• However, Blinkpool created technology that extracts data from real-

time action and promotes hyper-contextual opportunities, i.e., 10- to

45-second in-play betting mini-markets concerning very specific

developments in the narrative of the games.



IS VR GAMBLING THE FUTURE?

• Another area that we will need to

monitor is how the gambling

industry will harness VR

technology.

• The most obvious application of VR

in the gambling world is in the

online gambling sector.

• I can imagine some online

gamblers wanting their gambling

experiences to be more immersive

and for their online gambling

sessions to be more akin to

gambling offline surrounded by the

sights and sounds of an offline

gambling venue.
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• As Paul Swaddle (CEO of Pocket

App) noted in Gambling Insider

magazine (2016):

• “We already know that

participation in online gambling

is snowballing, so if the

entertainment industry can use

VR to simulate the experience of

being inside a video game, or

social media sites can give you

the opportunity to not just see

your friends’ pictures, but to

walk through them, why

shouldn’t online casinos be able

to do the same? VR may

actually be the hook that mobile

and online casinos need to draw

in more millennials”
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• “By using VR technology to

transport players and their

friends to exciting locations

for their online gambling

experience, such as a famous

casino in Las Vegas, or a

smoky basement room in

1920s New York, or even to

the poker table in the James

Bond film Casino Royale,

mobile and online casinos

may stand a better chance of

drawing in younger

audiences if they use VR to

gamify the casino

experience”.



VIRTUAL REALITY AND SPORTS GAMBLING

• The next generation

of virtual reality

headsets (Oculus Rift,

HTC Vive, PlayStation

VR and Google

Cardboard) might

have a better chance

with sports betting.

• Applied to gambling,

virtual reality could

facilitate the

transition from

gambling to gaming

accentuating the

adventure and joy

components.
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• For its horse

racing market,

William Hill has

experimented with

a merge between

GPS data and

virtual reality.

• Bettors can watch

an online

simulation of the

actual race, built

by real world live

data, in a virtual

environment

where fans can

impersonate the

jockey (Davies,

2015).
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• Theoretically, strategies such as

immersive realities could pose a

threat for gamblers.

• A deeper immersion could

augment the illusion of control

of bettors as their betting

experience switches from a

passive to an active exercise,

resulting in a bigger

involvement with the events bet

upon.

• This involvement could be

interpreted by the bettor as

playing a bigger role in the

outcome of the race,

emphasizing the association

between skills and outcome

(Tobias-Webb et al., 2016).
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INCREASE IN USE OF 
BEHAVIOURAL TRACKING DATA

• Behavioural tracking can clearly

be used both positively and

negatively.

• Behavioural tracking data

provides a totally objective

record of an individual’s

gambling behavior on a particular

online gambling website

• (Individuals in self-report studies

may be prone to social

desirability factors, unreliable

memory, etc.).

• Typically very large sample sizes
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Griffiths and Auer (2011; 2015) note that behavioural tracking data:

(i)Always come from unrepresentative samples (i.e., the players that

use one particular internet gambling site)

(ii)Does not tell us anything about a gambler’s overall gambling (as

gamblers are rarely loyal to one site)

(iii)Does not account for the fact that more than one person can use a

particular account

(iv) “Tell us nothing” about why people gamble or develop problems

(v) Cannot be used for comparing online and offline gambling as data

are only collected on one group of people (i.e., online gamblers),

(vi)Are less likely to provide insights into the relationships between

gambling and other co-morbid behaviours

(vii)Cannot examine problem gambling using current diagnostic

criteria.



ONLINE BEHAVIOURAL TRACKING FOR PG 
SCREENING CRITERIA: IMPLICATIONS

• Various members of the online

gambling industry have

claimed that problem gambling

can be identified online.

• If this is true, it has

implications for current

problem gambling screening

instruments.

• A brief analysis of the extent to

which each DSM-5 criterion of

problem gambling can be

identified online shows that

only a few behaviours can be

identified
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CAN DSM-5 CRITERIA BE IDENTIFIED 
USING TRACKING DATA?

•Salience/Preoccupation (good possibility)

• Tolerance (possibly)

•Relapse (possibly)

•Withdrawal (unlikely)

• Escape from reality (unlikely)

•Chasing losses (definitely)

•Conceal Involvement (unlikely)

•Unsociable Behaviour (unlikely)

•Ruin a Relationship/Opportunity (unlikely)

•Bail-out (slight possibility)
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PROBLEM GAMBLING BEHAVIOUR 
ONLINE USING TRACKING DATA

•Chasing losses 

• Total preoccupation with gambling 

• Increase of gambling behaviour (time & money) over time

• Playing a variety of stakes 

• Playing a variety of games 

• Player ‘reload’ within gambling session 

•Not collecting winnings

• Frequent payment method changes 

• [Verbal aggression in chat rooms]

• [Constant complaints to customer services] 

•Most importantly it is change in usual behaviour
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INCREASE IN ONLINE HELP AND THERAPY 
FOR PROBLEM GAMBLERS

• Technology has impacted in

the area of help, guidance,

and treatment of problem

gamblers.

•Socially responsible online

gambling sites typically

feature links to relevant

gambling help and awareness

sites.

•Many people – particularly

screenagers and young adults

– turn to online help first
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ONLINE THERAPY: THE KEY ADVANTAGES
(Griffiths, 2001; Griffiths, 2005; Griffiths & Cooper, 2003; Wood & Griffiths, 2007)

•Convenience

•Cost effectiveness

•Helps overcome social

stigma

•Overcomes barriers that

may prevent people from

seeking face-to-face help

•Allows service providers to

reach an exponential

amount of people
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CONCLUSIONS

• Technology is changing the way:

–gamblers are playing games

–gamblers are being tracked

–gamblers are being protected

–gamblers are being marketed to

–gamblers are receiving help

•Gambling is converging with other

technologies that may also have

problematic/addictive potential to a

minority

• Technology may also be a help in

gambling prevention and treatment


